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Abstract—A numerical model of sulfate reduction and isotopic fractionation has been applied to pore fluid
SO4

22 andd34S data from four sites drilled during Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Leg 168 in the Cascadia
Basin at 48°N, where basement temperatures reach up to 62°C. There is a source of sulfate both at the top and
the bottom of the sediment column due to the presence of basement fluid flow, which promotes bacterial
sulfate reduction below the sulfate minimum zone at elevated temperatures. Pore fluidd34S data show the
highest values (135 ‰) yet found in the marine environment. The bacterial sulfur isotopic fractionation factor,
a, is severely underestimated if the pore fluids of anoxic marine sediments are assumed to be closed systems
and Rayleigh fractionation plots yield erroneous values fora by as much as 15‰ in diffusive and advective
pore fluid regimes. Model results are consistent witha 5 1.0776 0.007 with no temperature effect over the
range 1.8 to 62°C and no effect of sulfate reduction rate over the range 2 to 10 pmol cm23 d21. The reason
for this large isotopic fractionation is unknown, but one difference with previous studies is the very low sulfate
reduction rates recorded, about two orders of magnitude lower than literature values that are in the range of
mmol cm23 d21 to tens of nmol cm23 d21. In general, the greatest34S depletions are associated with the
lowest sulfate reduction rates and vice versa, and it is possible that such extreme fractionation is a
characteristic of open systems with low sulfate reduction rates.Copyright © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd

1. INTRODUCTION

Bacterial sulfate reduction is an important geological pro-
cess. Heterotrophic sulfate reduction by obligate anaerobes
preferentially utilizes the lighter sulfur isotope32S, leaving
pore fluids progressively enriched in34S. Sulfate reduced to
sulfide by this process reacts with iron to form Fe sulfides and
ultimately pyrite (Berner, 1970). The fractionation factor,
aSO4-H2S, for bacterial sulfate reduction has been determined
through experimental culture studies ase 5 4 to 46 ‰ (e 5 103

ln a), with an average of 14.3‰ (Bo¨ttcher et al., 1999b).
However, measured34S depletions in marine sulfides are
larger, typically 24 to 71‰, averaging 51‰ (Goldhaber and
Kaplan, 1974; Goldhaber and Kaplan, 1980; Canfield and
Teske, 1996; Bo¨ttcher et al., 1998; Bo¨ttcher et al., 1999a), an
effect that is thought to be due to repeated cycles of sulfide
oxidation followed by disproportionation in natural systems
(Jørgensen, 1990; Canfield and Thamdrup, 1994; Canfield and
Teske, 1996; Cypionka et al., 1998).

It was originally thought that the rate of sulfate reduction
may play a role in determining the sulfur isotopic fractionation
in natural systems (Goldhaber and Kaplan, 1975), but this
relationship has been questioned because it requires constant
population densities of sulfate-reducing bacteria (Chambers
and Trudinger, 1978). A recent compilation of sulfide deple-
tions vs. sulfate reduction rates measured using radiotracers in
marine sediments provides no support for the effect of absolute
sulfate reduction rate (mass volume21 time21) (Canfield and
Thamdrup, 1994; Canfield and Teske, 1996). Rather, the frac-

tionation factor is believed to be influenced by the specific rate
of sulfate reduction (mass cell21 time21) (Kaplan and Ritten-
berg, 1964; Chambers et al., 1975). Habicht and Canfield
(1997) noted that other factors, such as sulfate concentration,
temperature, pH, bacterial species and growth conditions, may
all play a role in determining the isotopic fractionation.

In closed systems, the isotopic fractionation factor may be
obtained from direct measurements of the isotopic difference
between sulfate and sulfide, assuming Rayleigh-type fraction-
ation (Goldhaber and Kaplan, 1974). However, diagenetic
modeling of the sulfate distributions in coastal marine sedi-
ments has shown that such sediments are open with respect to
sulfate (Jørgensen, 1979). Under these circumstances, Rayleigh
fractionation model calculations will underestimate the natural
sulfur isotopic fractionation factor.

In this article we consider the bacterial fractionation of sulfur
isotopes in anoxic terrigenous clastic sediments. Pore fluidd34S
data have been measured at four sites drilled to basement on the
eastern flank of the Juan de Fuca Ridge, 48° N, during ODP
Leg 168 (Davis et al., 1997). The sites all show a middepth
sulfate minimum, and at two sites sulfate is fully depleted.
However, the presence of basement fluid flow at elevated
temperatures (15–62°C) (Davis et al., 1997; Elderfield et al.,
1999) provides a supply of sulfate to the base of the sediment
column that promotes bacterial sulfate reduction at elevated
temperatures (Rudnicki et al., 2000). For comparison with
numerical diagenesis modeling of anaerobic bacterial sulfate
reduction and isotopic fractionation, we calculate the closed
system (Rayleigh) sulfur isotopic fractionation factors and
show how diffusion and pore fluid advection can influence
these results. A numerical diagenesis model of anaerobic bac-
terial sulfate reduction is developed to constrain the bacterial
isotopic fractionation factor and assess whether there is a
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temperature effect on sulfur isotopic fractionation during ex-
tremely slow, long-term (,3 Ma) diagenesis.

2. THE EASTERN FLANK OF THE JUAN DE FUCA
RIDGE

The eastern flank of the Juan de Fuca Ridge (Fig. 1) has been
studied as an area of anomalous heat flow since 1988 (Davis et
al., 1989; Davis et al., 1992; Wheat and Mottl, 1994; Thomson
et al., 1995; Davis et al., 1997). After drilling during ODP Leg

168, it is now known that the sediment column is underlain by
an aquifer carrying fluids of near-seawater composition, of
relatively young age (,10 ka) and of increasing temperature
away from the ridge axis (Elderfield et al., 1999). Basement
temperatures and core details for the four sites studied here are
given in Table 1. The morphology of the eastern flank is
characterized by a series of axis-parallel basement ridges that
outcrop (new data—several more outcrops discovered in 2000)
through a thick sequence of Pleistocene turbidites derived from

Fig. 1. Location map of the sites considered in this study.
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the Pacific Northwest. The sediments covering the ridge flanks
are hemipelagic and carbonate-rich muds interlayered with
turbidite sands and silty sands. The muds are composed of'40
wt.% clays,'30 wt.% feldspars, and'25 wt.% quartz, with
'5 wt.% pyrite and,5 wt.% carbonate, whereas the turbidites
have less clays ('20 wt.%) and more feldspar ('50 wt.%)
(Davis et al., 1997).

3. METHODS

3.1. Sulfur Isotopic Analysis

Pore fluids were sampled from sediment cores by conventional ODP
techniques. The pore fluid samples were expelled from the squeezed
sediment into a syringe after all the air had been purged from the
interconnecting tubing ensuring anoxic sampling. The samples were
analyzed onboard for major elements and nutrients (Davis et al., 1997).
Great care was also taken to obtain good data for porosity, formation
factor, and temperature down core, to aid the modeling work (Ship-
board Scientific Party, 1997). Samples in the form of BaSO4 precipi-
tates were prepared for sulfur isotope analysis according to the method
of Coleman and Moore (1978). Where necessary, pore fluid samples
were combined (see Table 2) so that the minimum amount of BaSO4

prepared was 2.5 mg. Analysis of SO2 gas was performed in a VG
SIRA 10 mass spectrometer. The isotopic composition of sulfur in a
sample is denoted by the permil deviation of the34S/32S isotopic ratio
referenced to that of Vienna-Canyon Diabolo troilite (V-CDT):

d34S5 F ~34S/32S)sample

~34S/32S)V-CDT
2 1G p 1000‰ (1)

Reference material IAEA-S-1 (5 20.3 ‰) was used to calibrate the
mass spectrometer and NBS 122 gave10.15 ‰. The overall analytical
reproducibility is60.15 ‰. Sulfate andd34S data are given in Table 2
and plotted in Figure 2a–d.

3.2. Diagenetic Modeling

3.2.1. Closed system (Rayleigh) fractionation

The pore fluids measured in this study record the largest sulfur
isotopic fractionations measured in the marine realm—a maximum of
d34S 5 135‰ at site 1028, exceeding the previously reported maxi-
mum value of1110‰ (ODP Site 963; Bo¨ttcher et al. (1998)) by
.20‰. Isotope mixing plots and Rayleigh fractionation plots for each
of the four sites are shown in Figure 3a–h. For each site, data above and
below the sulfate minimum have been considered separately.

If simple binary mixing is present between two end member fluids of
differing d34S isotopic composition and sulfate concentration, then an
isotope mixing plot ofd34S vs. 1/SO4

22 should show a straight line.
Mixing plots for the top of the sections at all sites are either curved (site
1023) or generally irregular (e.g., site 1025), which can arise if there is
bacterial sulfate reduction throughout the sediment column. The plots
for the bottom of the sections are straighter, reflecting lower sulfate
reduction rates below the sulfate minimum. At sites 1023 and 1026

there is clearly removal of sulfate in the basal portion of the sediment
column below the broad sulfate minimum, because this is required to
maintain the pore fluid gradients. These plots, therefore, show that the
sulfate concentrations and isotopic composition are not controlled
solely by mixing between fluids at either the upper and lower sediment
boundaries, and with the fluids generated at the sulfate minimum.

The isotopic fractionation factors for each site have been calculated
by the method of Goldhaber and Kaplan (1974). The relevant Rayleigh
equation is given by:

RSO4
T 5 RSO4

0 F12~K2/K1! (2)

where:K1 5 unidirectional rate constant for32SO4 reduction
K2 5 unidirectional rate constant for34SO4 reduction
RSO4

T 5 (32S/34S) at timeT
RSO4

0 5 (32S/34S) at start
F 5 [SO4]T/[SO4]o 5 CT/C0

Taking logs, and substitutinga 5 K1/K2, F 5 CT/C0, gives:

log RSO4
T 5 S1 2

1

aD log CT 1 F log RSO4
0 2 S1 2

1

aD log C0G (3)

Therefore, the gradient of a plot of log(32S/34S) vs. log(SO4
22) is

equivalent to 1-a21, wherea is the fractionation factor. The fraction-
ation factors, given in Table 3, fall in the range 1.010'1.061. The
average value, 1.0466 0.010, excluding the low value calculated for
the base of site 1023, is similar to the average for isotopic fractionation
measured in natural systems,5 1.051 6 10‰ (Canfield and Teske,
1996; Böttcher et al., 1999b). However, the isotopic fractionation factor
calculated in this way will be underestimated if there is diffusive or
advective supply of sulfate to the sulfate reduction system (Jørgensen,
1979; Chanton et al., 1987).

3.2.2. Open system fractionation

The pore water sulfate model of Berner (1978) is based on the
microbially mediated reduction of sulfate during organic matter deg-
radation, a reaction that may be summarized as:

2CH2O 1 SO4
22 7 H2S1 2 HCO3

2 (4)

The rate law for such a reaction has been found to be approximately
dependent on the square of the sedimentation rate (v) (Toth and
Lerman, 1977; Berner, 1978; Tromp et al., 1995):

k 5 0.057v1.94 (5)

where k is in a21, v is in cm a21. This formulation for k is independent
of temperature. A recent compilation of sulfate reduction rate vs.
temperature (Canfield et al., 2000) has not suggested a temperature
effect. This may be a property of mixed populations of sulfate reducers
with different temperature adaptations. However, individual species
show higher specific rates of metabolism above the optimal growth
temperature, with a 10°C increase in temperature causing an increase in
metabolic rate of 2' 4 times (Westrich and Berner, 1988).

The application of this model was previously described (Richter,
1996; Rudnicki et al., 2000), but the outline of the model is reproduced

Table 1. ODP site information for sediments and basement of the east flank of the Juan de Fuca Ridge.

ODP site 1023 1025 1026 1028

Latitude N 47°55.09 47°53.29 47°45.89 47°51.59
Longitude W 128°47.59 128°39.09 127°45.59 128°22.69
Basement age (Ma) 0.86 1.24 3.51 1.95
Sediment thickness (m) 192.8 97.5 228.9 220.1
Basement temperature (°C)a 15.5 38.6 61.7 58.7
Advective velocity (m Ma21)b 2910 95 130 290
Initial carbon, G0 (mmol kg21) 280 200 190 260

a Bottom water temperature is 1.8°C (Davis et al., 1997).
b Darcy velocity (v 5 fy). Positive velocity signifies upwards advection. Data from Rudnicki et al.

(submitted).
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here for convenience. The diagenetic model described by Richter and
DePaolo (1987) provides a useful framework for assessing pore fluid
advection, diffusion and reaction in an evolving sediment column.

The standard 1-dimensional diagenetic equation (Berner, 1980) is
given by:

fC

t
5



zSfDc

C

zD 2
fnC

z
1 f( R (6)

where C represents the concentration of a solute,f is the porosity,t 5
time, z 5 height above basement, DC is the diffusivity relevant for the
solute C,y is the advective velocity, andSR represents the sum of the
reaction terms. DC is corrected for tortuosity by using the relationship
DC 5 D0/fƒ, where D0 is the coefficient of diffusion at infinite dilution
and ƒ is the formation factor (McDuff and Ellis, 1979). The productfy
(hereafter denoted by v) is the Darcy velocity. The diffusion rate is

Table 2. Pore fluid data.

Leg, site Sample
Depth
(mbsf)

Sulfate
(mmol
kg21)

d34S
(‰)

168, 1023A 1H-1, 140–150 1.45 25.7 23.7
1H-2, 140–150 2.95 24.7 22.1
1H-3, 140–150 4.45 22.7 28.6
1H-4, 140–150 5.95 22.1
1H-5, 140–150 7.45 19.6
2H-1, 140–150 10.75 14.2 46.0
2H-5, 140–150 16.75 9.30 66.7
3H-5, 140–150 26.25 5.76 87.4
4H-5, 140–150 35.75 2.02
5H-5, 140–150 45.25 0.91
6H-5, 140–150 54.75 0.27
7H-5, 140–150 64.25 0.00
8H-5, 140–150 73.75 0.10
9H-5, 140–150 82.85 0.54

10H-5, 140–150 92.75 0.44
11H-5, 140–150 102.25 0.16
12H-5, 140–150 111.75 1.14
13H-5, 140–150 121.25 0.38
14H-4, 140–150 129.25 0.15

169, 1023B 15X-2, 135–150 132.93 1.38
16X-3, 135–150 137.13 1.32
17X-3, 135–150 146.73 0.85
18X-4, 135-150 157.83 4.62

Mean of 15X-2; 18X-4 143.66 12.5 m [2.04] [28.5]
19X-2, 135–150 164.53 7.58 34.4
20X-4, 135–150 177.13 13.4 27.1
21X-3, 135–150 185.23 19.7 24.4
21X-4, 135–150 186.73 20.8 24.2
21X-5, 110–125 187.98 21.5 22.6
21X-6, 75–85 189.10 22.9 21.8
22X-1, 88–103 191.36 23.8
22X-2, 47–62 191.98 24.2 22.8

168, 1025A 1H-1, 140–150 1.45 26.9 23.7
1H-3, 140–150 4.45 20.7 31.9

168, 1025B 1H-2, 140–150 2.95 23.3 25.9
2H-1, 140–150 6.45 15.7 43.1
2H-2, 140–150 7.95 14.4
2H-3, 140–150 9.45 13.8 58.5
2H-4, 140–150 10.95 12.9 62.0
3H-5, 140–150 21.95 8.52
4H-5, 140–150 31.45 12.2 68.8
5H-5, 140–150 40.95 13.7 59.7
6H-5, 140–150 50.45 16.8 50.8
7H-5, 140–150 59.95 20.0 36.2
8H-5, 140–150 69.45 21.8

10X-1, 135–150 82.53 26.8 24.1
10X-5, 135–150 88.53 26.1
11X-2, 135–150 93.63 26.0 19.8
11X-3, 135–150 95.13 27.3
11X-4, 135–150 96.63 26.7 21.7

168, 1026A 1H-1, 140–150 1.45 25.7 23.8
1H-2, 140–150 2.95 25.7
1H-3, 140–150 4.45 22.9 29.2
2H-2, 140–150 8.35 15.2
2H-3, 140–150 9.85 13.8 53.1
2H-5, 140–150 12.85 12.1 52.6
3H-5, 140–150 22.35 7.30
4H-3, 140–150 28.85 4.01

Mean of 3H-5; 4H-3 27.16 5 m [5.7] [100.3]
4H-5, 140–150 31.85 4.21
5H-5, 140–150 41.35 0.33
6H-1, 140–150 44.85 0.85
6H-2, 60–70 45.55 0.49

(Continued)

Table 2. (Continued)

Leg, site Sample
Depth
(mbsf)

Sulfate
(mmol
kg21)

d34S
(‰)

7H-5, 140–150 60.35 0.31
8H-6, 130–140 71.25 0.55
8H-6, 140–150 71.35 0.11
9H-4, 140–150 77.85 1.76

10H-3, 110–120 85.55 0.55
10H-5, 140–150 88.85 1.08
11H-5, 140–150 98.35 1.57

168, 1026C 4R-1, 45–128 114.71 0.89
5R-1, 135–150 124.53 0.68
7R-1, 128–148 143.68 3.46
8R-1, 63–78 152.71 3.88
9R-1, 135–150 163.03 5.56

Mean of 8R-1; 9R-1 157.96 5 m [4.72] [70.3]
10R-2, 135–150 174.13 9.18
10R-5, 135–150 178.63 10.1
12R-1, 130–150 191.90 11.8
13R-4, 130–150 206.00 13.9 29.6
14R-4, 130–150 215.60 13.9
15R-1, 81–104 220.23 14.1 29.7
15R-2, 66–86 221.56 14.8
15R-3, 59–79 222.99 14.6 28.1
15R-4, 130–150 225.20 14.1
15R-5, 45–65 225.85 14.8 27.2
15R-6, 70–90 227.60 15.1 30.4
15R-7, 25–45 228.65 14.4

168, 1028A 1H-1, 140–150 1.45 25.9 22.8
1H-2, 140–150 2.95 23.7 25.9
2H-3, 140–150 8.25 13.5
3H-2, 140–150 16.15 5.33 84.6
4H-5, 140–150 30.15 2.55
5H-5, 140–150 39.65 2.71
6H-5, 140–150 49.15 3.01

Mean of 4H-5; 6H-5 39.76 10 m [2.76] [135.2]
7H-5, 140–150 58.65 3.39
8H-5, 140–150 68.15 3.94

Mean of 7H-5; 8H-5 63.46 5 m [3.67] [102.0]
9H-5, 135–150 77.63 5.96 79.9

10H-5, 135–150 87.13 7.93 58.8
11H-5, 135–150 96.63 9.22 53.6
12H-5, 135–150 106.13 10.5 46.3
13X-2, 135–150 111.13 12.1 40.6
13X-5, 135–150 115.50 12.3 40.5
15X-1, 135–150 125.23 13.9 32.9
15X-2, 135–150 126.73 14.2 34.7
15X-3, 135–150 128.23 14.1 33.1
15X-4, 135–150 129.73 14.7 33.6
15X-6, 0–15 131.38 15.0 31.2
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Fig. 2. (a–d) Measured sulfate andd34S data for (a) site 1023, (b) site 1025, (c) site 1026, and (d) site 1028. The depth
range is given where combined samples have been analyzed ford34S.
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Fig. 3. (a–h) Isotope mixing plots and Rayleigh plots for (a,b) site 1023, (c,d) site 1025, (e,f) site 1026, and (g,h) site
1028.
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related to the temperature, porosity, and tortuosity of the sediment,
parameters that vary with depth, such that the complete diffusive flux
term is given by (Berner, 1980):



z SfDc

C

zD 5 fSDc

2C

z2 1 SDc

z2 1
Dc

f

f

zD C

zD (7)

Provided that temperature, porosity, and formation factor can be ex-
pressed as simple analytical functions vs. depth, then the gradient terms
involving diffusion and porosity can be readily evaluated. Temperature
and porosity vs. depth for each of the Leg 168 sites are given in Davis
et al. (1997).

In the Richter and DePaolo formulation, time-dependent porosity is
taken into account when layers of sediment are deposited in the model.
This results in sediment compaction and pore fluid expulsion. Between
layer deposition, Eqn. 6 and Eqn. 7 are combined to give the final form
of the conservation equation:

C

t
5 Dc

2C

z2 1 SDc

z
1

Dc

f

f

z
2

v

fD C

z
1 (R (8)

Lasaga (1979) has shown that electrical effects due to the conservation
of electroneutrality in marine pore fluids are unimportant for all ions
other than Cl2 and Na1. This view has recently been reiterated by
Boudreau (1997). However, diffusive flux coupling, whereby the strong
gradients of one species may lead to a flux of another is an important
effect that has not been routinely considered for marine pore fluids,
although it is common for models of diffusion in silicate melts (Liang
et al., 1996a; Liang et al., 1996b; Liang et al., 1997). In pore fluids,
strong sulfate gradients lead to fluxes of magnesium and calcium,
although the effect on sulfate concentrations is minor and can be
ignored (Lasaga, 1981; Applin and Lasaga, 1984; Felmy and Weare,
1991b; Felmy and Weare, 1991a).

The model run proceeds as follows. First, the sediment is decom-
pacted according to the porosity-depth relationship and divided into
sections of thicknessDz. We setDz 5 2 m for all sites. The sediment
slices are deposited at the appropriate time during the model run. With
each new layer, the sediment pile is compacted, resulting in pore water
advection due to loss of porosity. Until the next layer is required, the
model is stepped in time allowing for advection, diffusion, and reac-
tion. We solve Eqn. 8 by using the DuFort–Frankel scheme, an explicit,
three-level finite difference method that uses differences centered both
in time and space (DuFort and Frankel, 1953; Hoffman, 1992). See
Richter and DePaolo (1987) for further details of the method of
solution. These processes are continued until the model time reaches
the present day.

The conservation equation for sulfate is derived by setting C5
[SO4

22] and specifying the reaction term as:

(RSO45 2
rs(1 2 f)

rf f
Lk F @SO4

22#

KSO41 @SO4
22#G [G] (9)

where rs and rf are the sediment and fluid densities, L (50.5) is a
stoichiometric constant representing the ratio of sulfate to organic
matter consumed in Eqn. 4, and G5 organic carbon concentration. The
D0 value for sulfate (Boudreau, 1997) is given by: D0

SO4 5 (4.88 1
0.232 T) * 1026 cm2s21, where T5 temperature in °C. The rate of
organic matter degradation is controlled by using Monod kinetics,
whereKSO4 is the saturation constant (Monod, 1949). We setKSO4 5
1 mmol kg21. When [SO4

22] @ KSO4, the rate of organic matter
degradation is independent of the sulfate ion concentration but becomes
first order in sulfate when [SO4

22] ! KSO4. This prevents negative

sulfate concentrations that can occur in the Berner model if the oxidant
(sulfate) is exhausted before all the organic matter is oxidized (Boud-
reau and Westrich, 1984).

d34S is calculated asd34S* (i.e., (11 d34S/1000) * [SO4
22]), follow-

ing thed14C* notation of Craig (1969), such that the reaction term is
given by:

(Rd34S* 5
1

aSO42H2S

@d34S*#

@SO4
22#

(RSO4 (10)

We run the model to obtain the best least-squares fit fora.

4. RESULTS

The effects of varying degrees of “openness” on closed
system calculations of the sulfur isotope fractionation factor
can be examined by considering the effects of diffusion and
advection in a model sediment column. We have calculated
model curves for sulfate andd34S for site 1025 by the method
described in Section 3.2.2, based on a range of constant values
for a, considering the cases in which diffusion and advection
are both present or absent. For each scenario, we obtain a plot
of the calculated closed system (Rayleigh) value fora vs. the
model value (Fig. 4a,b). For the case of no diffusion and
advection, the calculated values fora are within 0.5‰ of the
model values for fractionation factors up toa 5 1.100. This
slight discrepancy arises because the model sediment is not
entirely free of advection; there is some fluid movement due to
loss of porosity and also due to pore fluid burial. If, however,
diffusion is allowed in the model, then the calculateda will
significantly underestimate the actual model fractionation fac-
tor, e.g., by 15‰ for a model fractionation of 70‰. Adding an
upward advective flow of 200 m Ma21, typical for the sedi-
ments in this study, increases the discrepancy, although the
effect is minor for a diffusive regime. In conclusion, any
violation of the assumption of a closed geochemical system,
either through advection or diffusion, will result in an under-
estimation of the sulfur isotope fractionation factor if a Ray-
leigh model is used.

Sulfate andd34S model results for the four sites considered
in this study are presented in Figure 5a–d. Sulfate profiles were
previously modeled by Rudnicki et al. (2000), and their data for
the initial carbon (G0) content of the solid and the rate of pore
fluid advection are given in Table 1. Model sulfate curves
provide a good fit to the data for sites 1025 and 1028, but the
profiles for sites 1023 and 1026 below the sulfate minimum
zone are not well modeled. This may be due to variations in
sediment properties, variations in the initial organic carbon
content of the sediment, or may reveal limitations of the Berner
sulfate model. For these reasons we do not draw any firm
conclusions from these sites alone in the discussion below.
Sulfate is fully depleted to,1 mmol kg21 at sites 1023 and
1026, where continued bacterial degradation of organic matter
produces methane. The formation of methane and the oxidation
of methane via sulfate reduction to form bicarbonate would
have implications for the pore fluid concentrations discussed in
this article if the rates of bacterial methanogenesis were similar
to those for bacterial sulfate reduction. Current estimates are
that the rates of methanogenesis are an order of magnitude
lower than for sulfate reduction (Tromp et al., 1995), and as
such can be excluded from the present model.

Model sulfate reduction rates are shown in Figure 6a,b.

Table 3. Rayleigh sulfur isotopic fractionationaSO4–H2Sresults.

Site
Above sulfate

minimum
Below sulfate

minimum

Site 1023 1.0426 0.001 1.0106 0.001
Site 1025 1.0556 0.005 1.0616 0.003
Site 1026 1.0406 0.002 1.0316 0.001
Site 1028 1.0466 0.005 1.0486 0.001
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Because the rate of organic matter consumption is a function
of the rate of sedimentation, Eqn. 5, this leaves regions of
the sediment column where slow long-term sulfate reduction
is sustained by the availability of organic matter. These
regions exert a control on the pore fluid sulfate andd34S
profiles that determine the model results. It is important to
note that there is sulfate reduction, and thus excess organic
carbon, below the sulfate pore fluid minimum at all sites
except site 1023.

The best fita for each site was obtained by minimizing the
least squares error between the modeled and measured data.
Least squares error plots fora, varying between 1.00 and 1.10,
are given in Figure 7. It is not possible to specify a constant
value fora to fit the d34S profile above and below the sulfate
minimum at site 1023. Instead, values fora consistent for the
pore fluid data above and below the sulfate minimum are given
in Table 4. The model value fora below the sulfate minimum
(a 5 1.010) agrees with the Rayleigha. This may be an artifact
of applying the Rayleigh model to a situation in which there is
simple mixing and in which the pore fluid sulfate is not well
reproduced by the open system model (Fig. 5a). The constant
fractionation factors for sites 1025, 1026, and 1028 are similar
(ā 5 1.0776 0.007). To determine whether the sulfur isotopic
fractionation factor varies in any systematic way downcore, the
model has been rerun to fit thed34S data below the sulfate
minimum. The average value fora obtained for sites 1025,
1026, and 1028 isā 5 1.0756 0.005, indistinguishable from
the results detailed above, which are principally determined by
sulfate reduction in the upper part of the sediment column.
These results, summarized in Figure 8, indicate no downcore
variation ofa. Therefore, although sulfate reduction persists at
these sites and occurs at elevated temperature, we see no
evidence for a variation ofa with either temperature or sulfate
reduction rates within the range of temperatures (1.8–62°C)
and reduction rates (2–10 pmol cm22 d21) seen here.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Open system modeling of bacterial sulfate reduction in the
sediments of the Cascadia Basin results in a calculated isotopic
fractionation factor of 1.0776 0.007. This is the highest sulfur
isotopic fractionation observed in the marine realm and results
in pore fluid sulfate with measuredd

34
S up to 135‰. The

extremely low rates of sulfate reduction (,10 pmol cm23 d21)
modeled here means that pore fluid transport (diffusion and
advection) is significant in determining the openness of the
pore fluid system, and explains the large discrepancy between
the calculated Rayleigh values fora and the modeled open
system values. As sulfate reduction rates increase, pore fluid
transport becomes less important so that, eventually, the setting
of sulfate reduction will approximate a closed system. In sed-
iment incubations, Habicht and Canfield (1997) observed the
highest sulfur isotopic fractionations (40‰) at low tempera-
tures (15–20°C) and low sulfate reduction rates (,10 mmol
cm23 d21). This range of conditions may be compared with the
wider temperature range (1.8–62°C) and extremely slow sul-
fate reduction rates (2–10 pmol cm23 d21) at the Leg 168 sites
considered here.

Because there is a source of seawater sulfate at the base of
the sediment column from off-axis hydrothermal circulation,
sulfate reduction in these sediments can be thought of as
consisting of two systems, operating above and below the
sulfate minimum, at different temperatures. We have tested
whether there is a consistent variation ofa with temperature by
applying an open system model to determinea both above and
below the sulfate minimum. There is no systematic variation of
a with depth, temperature, or sulfate reduction rate. This is an
unexpected result because it would seem likely that variations
of a would accompany changes in the organic matter utilised,
the products of fermentation, and electron donors. Our data are,
therefore, consistent with the findings of Bo¨ttcher et al. (1999b)
who have concluded, on the basis of laboratory cultures, that
the processes responsible for the fractionation of sulfur isotopes

Fig. 4. (a) A comparison between the model fractionation factora and that calculated assuming closed system Rayleigh
fractionation. (b) Difference between the calculated Rayleigha and modela.
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Fig. 5. (a–d) Measured and modeled sulfate andd34S data for (a) site 1023, (b) site 1025, (c) site 1026, and (d) site
1028.
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Fig. 6. Calculated model sulfate reduction rates for (a) sites 1023 and 1026 and (b) sites 1025 and 1028.

Fig. 7. Least squares (n21 S [yi 2 y(xi; a)]2; i 5 1. . . n) error curves for fitting the bacterial sulfur isotopic fractionation
factor, a.
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in mesophile (,40°C) and thermophile (60°C) bacteria seem to
be similar and are associated with comparable isotope fraction-
ations.

What is remarkable about our observations is the very high
isotopic fractionation factor of 1.0776 0.007. Several studies
have recorded large34S depletions in marine sulfide minerals,
equivalent toa up to '1.07 (Canfield and Thamdrup, 1994;
Canfield and Teske, 1996). However, this is thought to result
from repeated cycles of sulfide oxidation and subsequent dis-
proportionation. Therefore, although the sedimentary sulfides
may develop extreme34S depletions, these processes cannot
explain the observed extreme enrichments ind34S of dissolved
sulfate.

An explanation for the extremed34S enrichments measured

in pore fluid sulfate at the sites studied here is not clearly
evident from previous studies. One obvious issue is sulfate
reduction rate. Previous studies have involved systems with
sulfate reduction rates of the order ofmmol cm23 d21 to tens
of nmol cm23 d21. This compares with rates of the order of
pmol cm23 d21 estimated here (Fig. 6). Although no significant
correlation has been found between sulfate reduction rate and
isotopic fractionation factor, most work shows that the largest
34S depletions during sulfate reduction are associated with the
lowest rates of sulfate reduction (Canfield and Teske, 1996;
Habicht and Canfield, 1997). This is supported when our data
are compared with literature values (Fig. 9). We cannot com-
pare specific rates of sulfate reduction, which Habicht and
Canfield (1997) consider to be more important than the abso-
lute rates. A further issue is that sulfate reduction by natural
bacterial populations has been found to produce greater isoto-
pic fractionation than in pure cultures with seawater sulfate
concentrations (Habicht and Canfield, 1997). This observation
has been attributed to lower supply rates of sulfate and use of
electron donors other than H2 in the natural populations.
Clearly, it would be very instructive to attempt culture exper-
iments at the low rates estimated at the ODP sites and to
examine more deep sea sites. The interpretation of seawater
evolution from the S isotopic records of sulfate or sedimentary
sulfides (Canfield and Teske, 1996; Paytan et al., 1998) requires

Table 4. Modeled open system sulfur isotopic fractionationaSO4–H2S

results.

Site
Above sulfate

minimum
Below sulfate

minimum

Site 1023 1.048 1.010
Site 1025 1.072 1.070
Site 1026 1.085 1.080
Site 1028 1.073 1.075

Fig. 8. Compilation of the modeled bacteriald34S fractionation factors, determined above and below the sulfate minimum
from the Leg 168 sites. The constanta fractionation factors have been plotted at the temperature corresponding to the sulfate
reduction rate maximum above and below the sulfate minimum, Fig. 7a,b. These are site 1025, 12°C at 28 m and 32°C at
80 m; site 1026, 5°C at 13 m and 54°C at 200 m; site 1028, 20°C at 50 m and 31°C at 80 m. For site 1023, the constant
a for the top of the sediment column has been plotted at 4°C corresponding to a depth of 37 m. The model indicates no
sulfate reduction below 50 m, so the bottom value fora is unconstrained. Here, it has been plotted at 14°C, the temperature
at the base of the sediment column. The temperature vs. depth relationships are site 1023:T 5 1.801 0.071d; site 1025:
T 5 1.791 0.377d; site 1026:T 5 1.811 0.261d; site 1028:T 5 1.801 0.367d, whered 5 depth in mbsf.
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an understanding of the wider range in the isotopic fraction-
ation of seawater sulfate now recognized.
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